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The game starts with a small cup and the motto: "The
winner of the cup is the player with the best

sportsmanship!" The soccer ball, which quickly moves
along the ground, is attracted by your player. It is

attracted to both players and the goal and towards
bombs. Your player can kick the ball, kick it back at
the opponent, fire on the opponent's ball or explode.
Each ball earns you points. It is up to you to decide

how to use each ability. You can activate or deactivate
an ability any time during a challenge. If you fail in a

challenge, you can retry to achieve a better result, but
for a high global ranking, you have to achieve the best
possible score. So it's a "best of 1" as long as you win
the first challenge. Gameplay: As mentioned before,
your player in the game is attracted by the soccer

balls. For a player with the magnet ability, the ball is
attracted more strongly. But the balls are repelled by
walls and other players. Your players are assigned to
different positions. On the field there are 4 attackers,
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3 midfielders and 2 defenders. Attackers shoot the
opponent's ball, midfielders move the ball to the

attackers, and defenders kick it back to them, as soon
as the ball is kicked into their area. In general, a

player is responsible for his own ball. You have direct
control over him and his ball. If he does something
wrong, you can stop him immediately. You can also

set a time limit for a player that he can do things until
this time limit is over. If the player breaks the time
limit, you have the opportunity to trigger an instant

replay of the scene. Then there are players with
various abilities. Try to activate the abilities while the

balls are attracted by them. An ability can be activated
once, multiple times or even indefinitely. But each

player can only use one ability at a time. The abilities
can be activated in different ways: - you kick the ball
with your player onto a ball - you shoot the ball with

your player at a ball - you fire on a ball with your
player - your player is attracted by a ball and you can
set a time limit - your player is attracted by a player

and you can set a time limit At any time, press TAB to
show the dialog box on the left. Current VR

Challenges: There are more than 20 virtual reality
challenges. To win, all balls have to

Ambush Features Key:

150 player (7 Permanent teams, for every1 to 14 players;For the main

 game, the maximum number
of players will not be divided by 150 but by 21 players when one stands. Add the 15th player to play

between the 7 permanent sides, it will play the game almost without interference.
Classic Sevens: Use alternates at 12, 13

Regular games (using 6 Flying quarters) that end when the ball goes in the corner,
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(play is 5 on 4)

The main game: Match lasts 1540 mins:
 All games: Quarter or Breaks:
(counters automatic, every1 have to keep her/ his own game cards
throughout the game)

6 mins as opposed
Reg
break

4 mins as in
break
reg

Record sheet: In down/upset
The 2 number reduce the time value by 306 seconds

TR TABLE reels are used as packet packets for full reels (ie
win)

PLAYERS RULES -
(before playing game, read and agree with these guidelines before play
withone)

Name on cardboard: Colours and sticker on flyer

Ball: made of tinfoil[1]
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